Protect People & Assets

Find out more about: How the Icomera platform
addresses a wide range of risks relating to physical
safety and cybersecurity

Maintaining the safe and efficient movement of people to and from their destinations is a priority for
public transport operators and authorities, and an important consideration for any policy maker's agenda.
Traditionally, the principal concern in maintaining safety and security within the public transport industry
has focused on protecting the physical safety of passengers and vehicles; however, there is an ever-growing
need to also address a myriad of online risks (some of which are more than capable of also causing physical
harm). There are several reasons why safety and security plays a key role in any successful public transport
system:

Icomera's Real-Time Digital Video Surveillance solution leverages our superior mobile Internet
Safe Passengers are Happy Passengers
Enacting safety and security measures has been shown to significantly impact public opinion. It

connectivity and applications platform to provide real-time video offload, extensive historic data storage,
and powerful monitoring tools, all managed as part of a single digital ecosystem.

is in the interests of operators and policy makers to constantly improve, keeping pace with the
latest innovations in order to maintain ridership numbers and passenger satisfaction.

The Benefits of a Digital Surveillance Solution
As with many other sectors, the public transport industry has undergone a major shift from analogue to
networked hardware platforms, with surveillance systems being no exception. Transport operators looking
to remain competitive within a highly dynamic industry are making the transition to Internet Protocol (IP)

Public Perception is Key

based video sensors, in order to benefit from…

With the prevalence of instant social media communication, even minor incidents can be rapidly
shared among the population. When incidents occur, it has never been easier for the public and
mass media to scrutinise the safeguards that were in place at the time.

Better Legal & Regulatory Compliance - As legislation continually evolves, it is no doubt beneficial for
transport operators to invest in adaptive, future-proof technology which develops concurrently; delivering
peace of mind that their transport systems will consistently remain compliant.
Lower Expenditure & Insurance Premiums - When incidents occur, the ability to access accurate, highdefinition digital footage through reliable and easy-to-use video management systems allows operators to

Terrorism, Crime & Reputation

prevent and disprove fraudulent claims, avoid unnecessary claim pay-outs, and reduce their insurance
premiums by having accurate and reliable evidence to hand when they need it most.

It is an unfortunate, yet unavoidable fact that perpetrators of criminal and terrorist activities
seek to exploit security flaws in public transport systems, and that when they do so, the cost
and exposure arising from such incidents can cause irreparable damage to businesses involved.

Minimal Service Disruption & Maintenance Downtime - Through real-time monitoring, the prevention of
vandalism, theft, violence, and the ability to react quickly in medical emergencies will save money and
reduce service disruption. Additionally, operators will also lower the amount of downtime sustained as a
result of manually monitoring asset health and delayed repairs to units which have stopped working.
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With the shift to networked hardware platforms, there also comes a demand for increased bandwidth,

Risks to the Public Transport Industry

processing power, and storage, across numerous linked devices and applications. Icomera’s digitallyenhanced video surveillance solution enables transport operators to meet these demands first-hand, even
as they continue to grow.

The move the public transport industry is making towards digitalisation undoubtedly offers a vast range of
benefits; however, greater connectivity also increases the ‘attack surface’ (i.e. the number of potential entry
points) that malicious actors can target. If a single vulnerability in one system is discovered, all other

Operators are able to leverage the vehicle’s onboard Internet connectivity as a backbone for highresolution digital video surveillance systems and video management software, providing a powerful and
fully realised real-time security solution, which serves as a proactive deterrent, a means of enacting faster,
more appropriate situational responses, and an effective post-hoc investigative tool, leading to a safer,

networked systems may also be exploited in a cyber-attack. It is therefore imperative that operators take
the necessary steps to protect passengers and assets from individuals acting for financial gain, as well as
state-sponsored initiatives looking to exploit critical national infrastructure. To effectively guard against
the different types of risk, a holistic and robust cyber-protection system must be in place.

more secure journey for passengers.

Real-time Video Offload - Icomera’s video surveillance solution allows high-definition footage to be
streamed or retrieved remotely in real-time, no matter where a vehicle is located. In the event of an
incident, live footage allows the operator to make a fast and appropriate response, and for normal service
to be resumed as quickly as possible.
Passengers in danger of personal harm or theft will find little comfort in knowing that video footage is
recorded for use in court, if nobody can actively intervene to prevent the risk in the first place. In cases of
terrorism or violent crime, remedial actions may be considered by the public to be 'too little, too late',
whereas the presence of preventative measures, and systems which allow operators and their security
personnel to better manage emergencies in real-time, decreases the danger perceived by the public,
building confidence in the transport network and its ability to protect its passengers.

Forensic Data Storage - Despite the advantages of real-time video offload, the collection of forensic
evidence is still a vital component in any surveillance system; however, if the images retained do not meet
the evidential standard required for prosecution, the solution is rendered ineffective. This is where high
resolution digital footage makes all the difference, especially when combined with powerful compression

Icomera: Secure from the Ground Up
From the internal processes we follow for storing and managing data, to the way our hardware and
software is designed, through to the solutions and services we offer our clients, security is at the heart of
everything we do.

technology and extensive storage capabilities.
Icomera systems are installed with a broad range of robust cyber-defences delivered as standard. Our
Forensic data can be analysed to ascertain how and why exactly an incident occurred (even when that
incident is still be in progress). Video analytics can be used retrospectively to identify distracted drivers
and / or the number of people in the vehicle, and relay that information back to an operations centre,
without the need for the video stream to be monitored manually or to be streaming data constantly off the
vehicle.
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onboard networks are designed with security front of mind, supporting VPN connectivity, segregated
VLANs and Layer 2 isolation. We have received ISO 27001 certification for our information security
management practices and treat the privacy and integrity of our clients’ data with the utmost importance.
Taking a process-based, risk-driven approach focusing on continuous improvement; our system enables us
to understand what assets must be protected against which risks, and how those risks should be mitigated.
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Enhanced Protection Possibilities
It is important to recognise that cybersecurity is an ongoing and evolving process, in which vulnerabilities
cannot be taken for granted, and an area in which operators and authorities cannot afford to become static
in terms of their approach. That’s why Icomera onboard defences are continuously monitored, tested and
strengthened, and why we work together with industry-leading partners to offer a range of enhanced
cyber-protection tools specifically designed for public transport systems…

At Icomera, we work in partnership with clients to build long-term relationships. We
listen to your needs and advise you on the solutions that fit your requirements, with
room to grow in the future. We are with you through the installation process and over
the entirety of a solution’s service life. We can point to our proven track record of
successful projects, providing relevant case studies on request.
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About Icomera
Icomera, a subsidiary of ENGIE Solutions, is the world’s leading provider of mobile Internet connectivity for
public transport, committed to promoting green mobility. Our award-winning technology serves millions of
users across the globe daily.

emissions of 3.5 million metric tons by 2022.
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